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Abstract
The elastic I = 1/2, s- and p-wave kaon-pion scattering amplitudes are calculated using a single ensem-
ble of anisotropic lattice QCD gauge field configurations with Nf = 2 + 1 flavors of dynamical Wilson-
clover fermions at mπ = 230 MeV. A large spatial extent of L = 3.7 fm enables a good energy resolution 
while partial wave mixing due to the reduced symmetries of the finite volume is treated explicitly. The 
p-wave amplitude is well described by a Breit–Wigner shape with parameters mK∗/mπ = 3.808(18)
and gBW
K∗Kπ = 5.33(20) which are insensitive to the inclusion of d-wave mixing and variation of the 
s-wave parametrization. An effective range description of the near-threshold s-wave amplitude yields 
mπa0 = −0.353(25).
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
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1. Introduction
Elastic Kπ scattering amplitudes are essential to several current frontiers in the phenomenol-
ogy of the Standard Model of particle physics. For example, precision tests of lepton uni-
versality performed at CERN by the LHCb collaboration using decays in which the elastic 
I (JP ) = 12 (1−) K∗(892) resonance is produced exhibit deviations between theory and experi-
ment in RK∗ = BR(B → K∗μ+μ−)/BR(B → K∗e+e−) at the (2.1 − 2.5)σ level [1]. Although 
the hadronic form factors involved in these branching fractions cancel in the ratio, precise lattice 
QCD predictions are desirable. Existing lattice calculations of these form factors however do not 
treat the K∗ as a unstable particle [2,3]. The theoretical formalism to extract form factors cor-
rectly treating the unstable nature of the K∗ is well known [4,5] and requires the elastic p-wave 
Kπ scattering amplitude calculated in this work.
In addition to the K∗(892) resonance, the nature and existence of the low-lying broad s-wave 
K∗0 (800) resonance is not clear [6]. The amplitudes calculated in this work may provide infor-
mation on the quark-mass dependence of these resonance poles and confront expectations from 
chiral effective theories [7–12].
Finally, apart from study of the resonances, the Kπ s-wave scattering lengths are of phe-
nomenological interest as a precision Standard Model test. The DIRAC experiment at CERN has 
produced promising results for these quantities using πK ‘atoms’ and plans to achieve 5% accu-
racy [13]. The I = 1/2, s-wave scattering length calculated in this work is therefore an important 
step toward an accurate and precise determination of these scattering lengths using lattice QCD.
While lattice QCD is a proven tool to determine hadronic properties from first principles, 
real-time hadron-hadron scattering amplitudes are significantly more difficult to calculate than 
single-hadron properties due to the Euclidean space-time lattice [14]. However, a particularly 
successful approach developed by Lüscher circumvents this difficulty by inferring elastic scat-
tering amplitudes from the deviation of finite-volume hadron-hadron energies from their non-
interacting values [15]. This method has been extended to moving frames [16,17], particles with 
spin [18–21], and coupled two-hadron channels [22]. Progress toward the full extension to three-
hadron amplitudes has been made in Refs. [23–33] and amplitudes with an external current can 
also be calculated [5,34–38]. Alternative approaches to handle inclusive decays which do not 
employ the finite volume have been proposed recently in Refs. [39,40].
In addition to this theoretical progress, algorithmic advances [41,42] and Moore’s law have 
resulted in considerable progress in lattice QCD calculations of finite-volume hadron-hadron en-
ergy spectra, and thus by extension scattering amplitudes as well. The state of such calculations 
has been reviewed recently in Ref. [43]. Lattice determinations of elastic meson-meson ampli-
tudes are increasingly precise [44–67] while those of meson-baryon and baryon-baryon systems 
have considerably larger errors [68–73]. First results with coupled meson-meson channels have 
also been performed [74–79].
The Kπ amplitudes described in this work present additional difficulties compared to the ππ
case. Due to the reduced symmetry (compared to infinite volume) of the finite toroidal volume 
in which our simulations are performed, partial wave amplitudes with different orbital angular 
momenta contribute to the energy shift of a single finite-volume energy. The pattern of this partial 
wave mixing is more complicated at non-zero total momentum if the hadrons are not identical. 
A practical theoretical and statistical treatment of these effects has been proposed recently in 
Ref. [19], which details the procedure we follow here.
The main results of this work are parametrizations of the s- and p-wave I = 1/2 elastic Kπ
scattering amplitudes. The p-wave amplitude is well-described by a Breit–Wigner, as expected 
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Table 1
Details of the ensemble used in this work. Pion and kaon masses are taken from Ref. [67] while the determination of 
mη is discussed in the text. The renormalized anisotropy ξ is set using the pion dispersion relation and also taken from 
Ref. [67]. Setting the scale with the kaon mass gives at = 0.033357(59) fm.
(L/as)
3 × (T /at ) Ncfgs atmπ atmK atmη ξ
323 × 256 412 0.03938(19) 0.08354(15) 0.1010(37) 3.451(11)
in the presence of a narrow K∗(892) resonance while the energy dependence of the s-wave 
amplitude can be fit with several ansatze including a Breit–Wigner. All parameters from these 
fits are listed in Table 5 and plots of several of them are shown in Fig. 5. In addition to these 
parametrizations, we provide in Table 4 the finite-volume energies and box matrix elements 
(which are defined in Eq. (2.6)) to enable additional future parametrizations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we outline the ensemble of 
gauge field configurations, methods for calculating finite-volume two-hadron energies, and the 
relation of those energies to infinite volume scattering amplitudes. This is followed by Sec. 3, 
where results are presented, and Sec. 4 which contains conclusions.
2. Methods
We employ the single ensemble of anisotropic Nf = 2 + 1 Wilson clover fermions used pre-
viously in Ref. [67] for elastic pion-pion scattering. Much of the procedure developed there to 
determine the finite-volume two-hadron energies is taken over in this work. However, the relation 
of finite-volume energies to the desired amplitudes is complicated significantly with respect to 
Ref. [67] so the analysis methods proposed in Ref. [19] must be employed.
2.1. Ensemble details
The ensemble of anisotropic gauge configurations used in this work is detailed in Refs. [80,81]
but we review the salient points here. The gauge action is Symanzik and tadpole improved at 
tree level and a clover term is added to the Wilson action for fermions. The spatial gauge links 
appearing in the fermion action are stout smeared. Properties of the ensemble relevant for this 
work are listed in Table 1. While all our dimensionful results are expressed as dimensionless 
ratios using mπ , an indicative value of the lattice scale is obtained (as in Ref. [67]) by demanding 
that the kaon mass take its physical value. Such a (mass-dependent) scale setting gives at =
0.033357(59) fm.
This work is based on Ncfg = 412 configurations which are separated by 20 Hybrid Monte 
Carlo (HMC) trajectories of length τ = 1. While no statistically significant autocorrelations are 
observed in any of the correlation functions we consider here, in order to mitigate the effect of 
autocorrelation on our estimates of the statistical error we bin the data in bins of size Nbin = 2. 
Using this binned data set, statistical errors are estimated using the bootstrap procedure with 
NB = 800 bootstrap samples.
Determination of the pion and kaon masses is discussed in Ref. [67] and we take over those 
values here. We additionally employ the renormalized anisotropy (ξ = as/at = ξπ ) determined 
in Ref. [67] by enforcing the correct relativistic dispersion relation for the pion. As discussed 
in Ref. [78], ξ is insensitive to the hadron whose dispersion relation is used. For example, our 
determination of ξK using the kaon dispersion relation is shown in Fig. 1 and agrees well with ξπ . 
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Fig. 1. Left: linear fit to the energies of single-kaon correlation functions to determine the kaon anisotropy ξK , which is 
consistent with ξπ from the pion dispersion relation. Right: tmin-plot for the determination of mη with tmax = 26at . The 
chosen fit range is indicated with a filled circle. This analysis involves a GEVP and is discussed further in the text.
The linear fit used to determine ξK is shown in Fig. 1, in which the individual energies are 
obtained from single-exponential fits to the relevant correlation functions which ignore the finite 
temporal extent T . As demonstrated in Ref. [67], at the current level of statistical precision, 
we find that finite-T effects are negligible. These single exponential fits are performed over a 
range [tmin, tmax], so that the level of unwanted excited state contamination can be monitored 
by varying tmin. If the fitted energies do not exhibit statistically significant variation for a range 
of tmin, systematic errors due to excited states are smaller than the statistical errors. The tmin plots 
illustrating these plateaux for all single-K levels used in determining ξK are shown in Fig. 7 of 
App. A. We also check that finite-T effects are small by observing that energies obtained from 
fit form A exp(−Et) are indistinguishable from those obtained using fit form A[exp(−Et) +
exp(−E(T − t))] plus other terms that can occur in two-meson correlators.
In addition to the pion and kaon masses, we require an estimate of mη. These three hadron 
masses determine the position of relevant inelastic thresholds for I = 1/2, S = 1 kaon-pion 
scattering, which is the focus of this work. To determine mη, we solve a generalized eigenvalue 
problem (GEVP) which includes two single-site interpolating operators with flavor content ūu +
d̄d and s̄s. The GEVP
C(td) v(t0, td) = λ(t0, td )C(t0) v(t0, td) (2.1)
is solved once for a single choice of the diagonalization times (t0, td ) = (9at , 18at ), where C(t)
is the 2 × 2 correlation matrix composed of the light and strange interpolators. The eigenvector 
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is used to rotate the correlation matrix and obtain a sin-
gle diagonal correlation function which has optimal overlap onto the ground state [82]. Single 
exponential fits to this optimized ground state correlation function for varying tmin are displayed 
in Fig. 1. These fitted energies vary little with (t0, td ) and are insensitive to an enlargement of 
the GEVP operator basis. As a zero-strangeness isoscalar, η-meson correlation functions contain 
fully disconnected quark lines, our estimation of which is discussed in Sec. 2.2. These relative 
quark lines start and end at the same time and are estimated using non-maximal time dilution, in 
which each dilution projector has support on every sixteenth timeslice. Since we only employ a 
single combination of stochastic sources, our estimate of η-meson correlation functions at a sep-
aration of precisely t = 16at is poorly estimated compared to the other points. Time separation 
t = 16at is therefore removed from all fits to η-meson correlators.
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Table 2
Relevant inelastic thresholds for I = 12 , S = 1 kaon-pion scattering. Since the 
lowest inelastic threshold contains three hadrons, we treat elastic scattering only.
atEth Eth/mπ (Eth − mK)/mπ
πK 0.12293(24) 3.121(11) 1
ππK 0.16233(40) 4.121(11) 2
ηK 0.1845(37) 4.664(99) 2.553(96)
Using the masses mπ , mK , and mη the relevant inelastic thresholds are given in Table 2. 
While the formalism discussed in Sec. 2.4 can relate energies above inelastic two-hadron thresh-
olds to the corresponding coupled-channel scattering amplitude, the situation above three-hadron 
thresholds is more complicated [28,32]. On this ensemble ππK is the lowest inelastic threshold 
and sits below ηK , so we are able to treat elastic πK scattering only. A convenient parameter de-
lineating the elastic region is Ẽ = (Ecm − mK)/mπ . As indicated in the table, the elastic region 
of interest extends over the range 1 < Ẽ < 2.
2.2. Correlation function construction
As discussed in Sec. 2.4, infinite volume elastic scattering amplitudes are related to finite-
volume two-hadron energies. These energies are determined in lattice QCD simulations by fitting 
the exponential fall-off of temporal correlation functions between suitable interpolating opera-
tors. In order to employ two-hadron interpolating operators in which each hadron has definite 
momentum, and to treat Wick contractions where some quark lines start and end at the same 
time, all-to-all quark propagators between each spacetime point are required.
Such all-to-all propagators are intractable to evaluate directly but efficient stochastic esti-
mators can be constructed for propagators projected onto the space spanned by the Nev lowest 
eigenmodes of the (stout-smeared) gauge-invariant three-dimensional Laplace operator [41,42]. 
We refer to this as the LapH subspace and this projection is simply a particular form of quark 
smearing, which has long been used to reduce the amount of unwanted excited state overlap in 
hadronic interpolating operators.
These stochastic estimators introduce noise into the LapH subspace and may be improved 
via dilution [83], in which a set of complete orthogonal projectors is specified in time, spin, and 
Laplacian eigenvector indices. We differentiate quark lines which start and end at the same time 
(relative lines) from those which start and end at different times (fixed lines), and it is benefi-
cial to adopt different dilution schemes for fixed and relative lines. For this work we employ 
the same quark smearing (Nev = 264) and dilution schemes as Ref. [67]. In addition to the light 
quark inversions performed there, we require a single independent fixed strange line. All corre-
lators are estimated using a minimal number of stochastic sources, and only a single permutation 
of these sources is employed. Although additional Dirac matrix inversions are performed in or-
der to construct correlators for other systems, the results of this work employ three fixed light 
quark lines, one fixed strange quark line, and a single relative light quark line. Given the dilution 
schemes employed here, this work therefore requires Nlight = 1280 light Dirac matrix inversions 
and Nstrange = 256 strange inversions on each gauge configuration. The determination of mη dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.1 additionally uses a single relative strange line requiring another Nstrange = 512
strange inversions.
Using the source and sink functions defined in Ref. [42], all Wick contractions (also enumer-
ated in Ref. [42]) for correlation functions between single-meson and meson-meson interpolators 
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Table 3
Irreps  of the appropriate little group for various total mo-
menta P tot = (2π/L)d (where d is a vector of integers) 
considered in this work. We consider Kπ systems at rest as 
well as those with non-zero total on-axis, planar-diagonal, 
and cubic-diagonal momenta. These momentum classes are 
listed in the first column, where n ∈ Z is an arbitrary integer.
d  	
(0,0,0) A1g 0, 4, . . .
T1u 1, 3, . . .
(0,0, n) A1 0, 1, 2, . . .
E 1, 2, 3, . . .
(0, n,n) A1 0, 1, 2, . . .
B1 1, 2, 3, . . .
B2 1, 2, 3, . . .
(n,n,n) A1 0, 1, 2, . . .
E 1, 2, 3, . . .
may be efficiently evaluated. The single-meson and meson-meson operators employed here are 
taken from Ref. [84] and transform irreducibly according to the appropriate finite-volume sym-
metry group. We consider πK operators at zero total momentum d2 = (L/2π)2P 2tot as well as 
all non-zero on-axis, planar-diagonal, and cubic diagonal total momenta up to d2 ≤ 4.
Our interpolating operators therefore transform irreducibly according to the appropriate little 
group for each total momentum ray. Due to the reduced symmetry of the finite periodic spatial 
volume, a single infinite-volume irrep (labeled by orbital angular momentum 	) will be subduced 
onto possibly several finite volume irreps, which are denoted by . The 	th partial wave may 
also occur multiple times in a particular finite volume irrep. This subduction pattern is illustrated 
in Table 3 for the irreps considered in this work. Increased complication with respect to the 
pion-pion case due to non-identical particles is now evident. While even and odd partial waves 
do not contribute to the same irrep at zero total momentum, there are no non-zero momentum 
irreps to which 	 = 0 contributes but not 	 = 1.
In each of the irreps listed in Table 3, we form a temporal correlation matrix from which 
the finite-volume spectrum is extracted. Assuming the presence of a narrow K∗(892) resonance 
and allowing for the possibility of an additional s-wave resonance, these correlation matrices 
are composed of (non-displaced) single-hadron operators as well as kaon-pion operators with 
various individual momenta. Using estimates based on mK , mπ and L, roughly 2–6 irreducible 
Kπ interpolating operators corresponding to the lowest non-interacting states are included in 
each irrep, together with 1–2 single-hadron operators. These operators are intended to have large 
overlap onto all elastic states of interest, as well as a few states above inelastic threshold. Using 
a larger basis than strictly necessary enables a check of the stability of the spectrum as a few 
higher-lying operators are removed. Full specification of the operators included in each irrep is 
given in App. B.
2.3. Finite-volume spectrum determination
Given the correlation matrices discussed in Sec. 2.2, we turn now to methods for extracting 
finite-volume spectra from them. As discussed in Sec. 2.1 in the determination of single hadron 
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masses, we can safely neglect finite temporal extent effects. Since several excited states are de-
sired in addition to the ground state in each irrep, GEVP methods are employed which solve 
Eq. (2.1) once for a single choice of (t0, td ) and a correlation matrix of size Nop. The operators 
included in the GEVP are given in Table 6 in App. B. Any variation of the spectrum with (t0, td )
and Nop implies a systematic uncertainty whose magnitude must be assessed.
Using the GEVP eigenvectors {vn} the correlation matrix is rotated
Ĉn(t) = (vn,C(t)vn), (2.2)
where the outer parentheses on the RHS denote an inner product over the GEVP index. Ĉn(t) is 
a diagonal correlation function with optimal overlap onto finite-volume energy level n [82]. As 
discussed in Sec. 2.4, the signal of interest is the deviation of the finite-volume two-hadron ener-
gies from their non-interacting counterparts. To this end, the energy difference 
E is extracted 
directly by constructing the ratio
Rn(t) = Ĉn(t)
Cπ(d
2
π , t)CK(d
2
K, t)
(2.3)
where the nearest non-interacting state to energy level n consists of a pion with momentum d2π
and a kaon with momentum d2K . Single-exponential correlated-χ
2 fits are performed to the ansatz 
Rn(t) = Ane−
Ent .
For weakly interacting levels where 
En is small, these ratio fits generally have consider-
ably smaller excited contamination than fits to Ĉn(t) directly. However, the identification of 
plateau with the ratio fits is complicated somewhat because the contributions from unwanted 
higher-lying states do not necessarily enter with a positive sign, as they do in Ĉn(t) [67]. These 
‘bumps’ are evident in tmin-plots for levels which exhibit significant deviation from the non-
interacting energies. Nonetheless, taking these bumps into account results in consistent energies 
and statistical errors for these levels between ratio fits and exponential fits to Ĉn(t). Ratio fits 
are compared to fits to Ĉn(t) directly using single-exponential and two-exponential ansatze in 
Fig. 2.
As in Ref. [67] ratio fits are employed for the final amplitude analysis. Similar to the single-
hadron operator fits discussed in Sec. 2.1, tmin must be chosen so that systematic errors due to 
unwanted excited state contamination are smaller than statistical ones. Our general criteria for 
choosing a suitable tmin are χ2/d.o.f. < 1.7 and

Efit(tmin) − 
Efit(tmin − δt ) < σ(tmin),
where 
Efit(tmin) is the energy difference obtained from the fit range [tmin, tmax], σ(tmin) its 
statistical error, and δt = 4at . For these fits we additionally require that any variation with (t0, td )
or Nop is also smaller than the statistical error. Generally the variation of the energies with the 
GEVP parameters is small, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
2.4. Amplitudes from finite-volume energies
After determining 
En as described in Sec. 2.3, we reconstruct the finite volume energies via
atEn = at
En +
√
a2t m
2
π +
(
2πas
ξL
)2
d2π +
√
a2t m
2
K +
(
2πas
ξL
)2
d2K. (2.4)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ratio, single exponential, and two-exponential fits for a selection of levels throughout the elastic 
region. Each row corresponds to the three fits for a single level specified in the left column as ‘(d2), En’, denoting the 
nth level in finite volume irrep  with total momentum d2. Each plot shows the variation of the fitted energy with tmin, 
the lower end of the fitting range, with the chosen fit indicated with a filled symbol.
Fig. 3. Comparison of ratio fits for different GEVP parameters for a selection of levels. As in Fig. 2, each row corresponds 
to a different energy, denoted in the left column. The GEVP bases are given in Table 6 where bases with one fewer 
operator are formed by discarding the last entry in each operator list. Each plot shows the variation of the fitted energy 
with tmin, the lower end of the fitting range, while the chosen fit is indicated with a filled circle. GEVP systematics for 
all other levels are less pronounced than those shown here.
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These energies are determined in the ‘lab’ frame in which the Kπ system may have non-zero 
total momentum. These lab-frame energies are related to quantities in the center-of-mass frame 
by
Ecm =
√
E2 − P 2tot, q2cm =
1
4
E2cm −
1
2
(m2π + m2K) +
(m2π − m2K)2
4E2cm
, (2.5)
where E is the lab frame energy.
The relation between two-particle center-of-mass energies and the infinite-volume elastic scat-
tering amplitude may be expressed as [19]
det[K̃−1(Ecm) − B(,d)(Ecm)] = 0 (2.6)
which holds up to corrections which are exponentially suppressed in the spatial extent L. For the 
elastic scattering of two spinless particles, K̃−1 and B are infinite-dimensional matrices in both 
	 and nocc, an index enumerating the possibly multiple occurrences of a single partial wave in 
a particular irrep. Note that B depends on the total momentum class and irrep. Expressions and 
numerical programs for evaluation of the B-matrix elements are provided in Ref. [19].
For a unitary elastic scattering matrix S, the K-matrix is real, symmetric, and diagonal in 	
and nocc. It is related to the S-matrix by
K = (2T −1 + i)−1, S = 1 + iT ,
while for spinless particles K̃−1 is defined as
K̃−1	 (Ecm) =
(
qcm
mπ
)2	+1
K−1	 (Ecm) =
(
qcm
mπ
)2	+1
cot δ	(Ecm) (2.7)
and is expected to be smooth near the elastic threshold. In this work the elements of K̃ are made 
dimensionless using mπ , which is a different convention for K̃ and B compared to Eqs. (18) 
and (20) of Ref. [19] which uses 2π/L.
When employing the determinant condition in Eq. (2.6) to the irreps listed in Table 3, partial 
wave mixing must be treated carefully. In order to proceed, we first neglect all partial waves 
with 	 ≥ 2. The systematic error due to this truncation will be assessed shortly. After applying 
this restriction the B-matrices appearing in Eq. (2.6) are either one- or two-dimensional. For a 
one-dimensional B-matrix the determinant condition is of course trivial and yields a one-to-one 
relationship between a finite-volume energy Ecm and an amplitude point K̃
−1
	 (Ecm). This one-to-
one relationship is typically exploited in calculations of elastic pion-pion scattering amplitudes.
While there are a number of irreps listed in Table 3 for which the 	 = 1 partial wave can be 
isolated in this manner, is it only the A1g irrep at zero total momentum (denoted A1g(0)) which 
provides unambiguous s-wave amplitude points. Therefore, we proceed with the determination of 
both amplitudes by simultaneously fitting the elastic energies in all irreps according to the method 
of Ref. [19]. For these global fits, a parametrization of the s- and p-waves are required which 
describes K̃−1	 (Ecm) using a few fit parameters. These parameters are determined by minimizing 
a correlated χ2 which consists of residuals given by the determinants in Eq. (2.6). Ref. [19] also 
proposes another option for the residuals, namely
(μ,A) = det(A)
det[(μ2 + AA†)1/2] , (2.8)
where A = K̃−1 − B is the matrix appearing in the determinant, and μ is an arbitrary param-
eter chosen to suppress unimportant contributions to the determinant, which also improves the 
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convergence of the minimization procedure. The residuals in Eq. (2.8) are constructed to effi-
ciently treat large-dimensional matrices, but we employ them here as consistency checks with 
the determinant-residual fits.
Suitable parametrizations for these amplitudes are now discussed. Based on the expectation 
of a narrow K∗(892) resonance, the p-wave amplitude is parametrized by a relativistic Breit–
Wigner
(K̃−11 )
BW(Ecm) =
(
m2K∗
m2π
− E
2
cm
m2π
)
6πEcm
g2K∗ππmπ
(2.9)
resulting in fit parameters m2K∗/m
2
π and g
2
K∗ππ , both of which are constrained to be non-
negative. For the s-wave amplitude we employ a variety of parametrizations. Linear and quadratic 
parametrizations motivated by analyticity at threshold in Ecm and s = E2cm (respectively)
(K̃−10 )
LIN(Ecm) = aLIN + bLINEcm, (2.10)
(K̃−10 )
QUAD(Ecm) = aQUAD + bQUADE2cm
each have two unconstrained fit parameters. We also include an s-wave parametrization including 
the first two terms in the effective range expansion
(K̃−10 )
ERE(qcm) = −1
mπa0
+ mπr0
2
q2cm
m2π
(2.11)
which depends on q2cm (rather than Ecm) and contains two unconstrained fit parameters mπa0
and mπr0. In addition to these near-threshold parametrizations, we also explore an 	 = 0 rela-
tivistic Breit–Wigner
(K̃−10 )
BW(Ecm) =
⎛
⎝m2K∗0
m2π
− E
2
cm
m2π
⎞
⎠ 6πmπEcm
g2
K∗0 ππ
m2
K∗0
(2.12)
with (non-negative) parameters m2
K∗0
/m2π and g
2
K∗0 ππ
.
We turn finally to assessment of the systematic error from the truncation to 	 < 2. To this end, 
the determinant condition is simply enlarged to include a d-wave parametrized by the leading-
order effective range expansion
(K̃−12 )
LO(Ecm) = − 1
m5πa2
(2.13)
which contains a single unconstrained parameter m5πa2. It should be stressed that if 	 = 2 partial 
wave mixing is included, the only irreps which provide one-to-one determinations of the 	 = 0
and 	 = 1 amplitudes are the A1g(0) and T1u(0), respectively.
3. Results
The formalism discussed in Sec. 2 for determining the finite-volume energies and relating 
them to the infinite-volume elastic scattering amplitude is applied in this section. Results for the 
finite-volume energies, B-matrix elements (see Eq. (2.6)), and fit parameters for K̃−1	 (Ecm) are 
provided.
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3.1. Finite volume energies
Before discussing the results of the ratio fits which are used in the final amplitude analysis, 
exponential fits to Ĉn(t) are employed to investigate the overlaps of the finite-volume energies 
onto each of the interpolating operators. While these exponential fits are sometimes less precise 
and generally suffer from larger excited state contamination compared to ratio fits, they do not 
require knowledge of suitable nearby non-interacting states and are thereby used to verify ansatze 
for the ratio fits. To this end, the GEVP eigenvectors from the operator bases listed in Table 6 are 
used to form the overlaps
Zin(t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j Cij (t) vnj
e−Ent/2
√
Ĉn(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(3.1)
where En is the energy obtained from single-exponential fits and vni the ith component of the 
nth GEVP eigenvector. The Zin(t) (apart from GEVP systematics) plateau to Zin = |〈0|Ôi |n〉|2.
The finite-volume energies from these exponential fits, which are not those used in the final 
amplitude analysis, are displayed in Fig. 4 together with the overlaps of Eq. (3.1). The overlaps of 
each interpolating operator onto a single finite-volume eigenstate are typically sharply peaked, 
indicating that each eigenstate has large overlap onto only one or two interpolating operators. 
Fig. 4 also demonstrates that the extraction of a few levels above Kππ threshold is possible, 
however these levels do not have a straight-forward interpretation in terms of infinite-volume 
scattering amplitudes and are therefore not used in our final analysis. Although the first excited 
state in the A1g(0) irrep is just below the non-interacting Kππ energy, this threshold does not 
appear in that irrep so this level may be safely used in the analysis.
For the final amplitude analysis, we instead employ the ratio fits. After reconstructing Ecm
according to Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), it is used to calculate the B-matrix elements of Eq. (2.6). 
Depending on the irrep in question, this matrix is either one- or two-dimensional if 	 ≥ 2 con-
tributions are ignored. The finite-volume energies obtained from the ratio fits and the 	 = 0, 1
B-matrix elements are displayed in Table 4. This table contains all information (apart from an 
estimate of covariances, which may be provided on request) required to perform fits to determine 
K̃	(Ecm).
3.2. K-matrix fits
Using the ratio fits and box matrix elements collated in Table 4, we turn now to fitting K̃	(Ecm)
according to the method outlined in Sec. 2.4. As a basis for comparison, we first employ only 
irreps in which there is no 	 = 0, 1 partial wave mixing and perform independent fits to the s-
and p-waves separately using the Breit–Wigner form of Eq. (2.9) for 	 = 1 and the linear form of 
Eq. (2.10) for 	 = 0. These fits are denoted (1a, 1b) in Table 5. Since there are only two A1g(0)
levels in this two-parameter linear s-wave fit, the χ2/d.o.f. is meaningless.
Next we consider simultaneous fits to both 	 = 0, 1 partial waves. As in fit 1a, the p-wave 
is always described by Eq. (2.9) in these fits, which are also listed in Table 5. Fit 2 employs 
the linear s-wave form, fit 3 the quadratic one from Eq. (2.10), fit 4 the NLO effective range 
expansion of Eq. (2.11) (yielding mπr0 = −1.74(31)), and fit 5 the s-wave Breit–Wigner of 
Eq. (2.12). Fit 6 also employs the s-wave Breit–Wigner but enlarges the K̃- and B-matrices 
to include d-wave contributions according to Eq. (2.13). Together with the parameters listed in 
Table 5, fit 6 constrains the d-wave contribution to be m5πa2 = −0.0013(68).
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Fig. 4. All finite-volume two-hadron energies boosted to the center-of-mass frame determined from single-exponential 
fits. Each irrep is located in one column, where the energies are shown in the upper panel as boxes with a vertical 
dimension equal to the statistical error, the non-interacting two-hadron levels as solid horizontal lines, and the relevant 
thresholds as dashed gray lines. The corresponding columns in the lower panel indicate the overlaps (defined in Eq. (3.1)) 
of each interpolating operator onto the finite-volume Hamiltonian eigenstates. Ratio fits to those levels below Kππ
threshold are used in the final analysis.
As is evident from Table 5, the K∗(892) resonance parameters are insensitive to the s-wave 
parametrization and the inclusion of d-wave contributions. Similarly, if each of the s-wave 
parametrizations are used to interpolate to Kπ threshold and determine the scattering length 
mπa0, the resulting values also do not vary significantly with different parametrizations or the 
inclusion of the d-wave.
The amplitudes from fit 3 are shown in Fig. 5, together with the Breit–Wigner s-wave ampli-
tude from fit 5, illustrating that different parametrizations for the s-wave produce a similar energy 
dependence in the elastic region. In addition to the fits, points from irreps without 	 = 0, 1 partial 
wave mixing are shown and seen to be consistent.
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Table 4
Finite-volume two-hadron energies in the center-of-mass frame (obtained from ratio fits) together with the corresponding 
box matrix elements for 	 < 2, which are defined in Eq. (2.6). A vanishing matrix element is denoted with a long dash, 
while some off-diagonal elements are either exactly real or imaginary, with the other component denoted by ‘0.0’. The 
information included here is used to perform fits using various K-matrix parametrizations.
d2  Ecm/mπ Ẽ B00 B11 ReB01 ImB01
0 A1g 3.090(11) 0.9696(23) 3.05(29) — — —
4.087(23) 1.966(18) 1.48(14) — — —
T1u 3.787(30) 1.666(26) — 0.094(72) — —
1 A1 3.216(12) 1.0955(46) 1.97(26) 1.28(15) −1.57(19) 0.0
3.543(16) 1.4226(81) 0.73(19) 2.07(39) 2.36(25) 0.0
3.875(23) 1.754(18) −0.299(53) −1.438(65) −0.381(18) 0.0
E 3.848(24) 1.727(20) — 0.093(52) — —
2 A1 3.346(13) 1.2253(72) 3.4(1.0) 3.6(1.1) 0.0 3.5(1.0)
3.728(22) 1.607(17) 1.59(41) 0.37(21) 0.0 −1.70(19)
3.802(18) 1.682(10) 21(29) 4.4(3.9) 0.0 −9(11)
3.935(23) 1.814(17) −3.04(82) −7.4(2.4) 0.0 3.5(1.3)
B1 3.814(27) 1.694(22) — −0.107(40) — —
B2 3.676(20) 1.555(12) — 2.21(28) — —
3.996(21) 1.876(15) — −3.56(20) — —
3 A1 3.436(15) 1.315(12) 2.6(1.0) 3.7(1.5) 2.20(86) 2.20(86)
3.806(37) 1.686(32) 1.06(35) −0.39(20) −0.699(13) −0.699(13)
3.925(32) 1.805(27) 4.3(2.5) 0.79(48) −0.66(20) −0.66(20)
E 3.758(41) 1.638(34) — 1.26(36) — —
4.056(28) 1.936(23) — −2.9(3.0) — —
4 A1 3.192(13) 1.0709(52) 2.68(67) 1.24(27) 1.65(42) 0.0
3.484(19) 1.363(15) 0.67(31) 1.76(54) −1.84(37) 0.0
3.721(55) 1.601(53) −0.77(32) −1.88(48) 0.99(26) 0.0
Table 5
Results for the K∗(892) resonance parameters and the s-wave scattering length mπa0 from all fits to the amplitudes. 
For each fit, the p-wave amplitude is described using the Breit–Wigner of Eq. (2.9). The first row contains results 
from independent fits to 	 = 0, 1 separately, denoted (1a,1b), using only irreps without 	 = 0, 1 mixing. This yields a 
meaningless χ2/d.o.f. for the s-wave since there are only two elastic A1g(0) levels. Fit 6 includes d-wave contributions 
as discussed in the text.
Fit s-wave par. mK∗/mπ gK∗Kπ mπa0 χ2/d.o.f.
(1a,1b) LIN 3.819(20) 5.54(25) −0.333(31) (1.04,–)
2 LIN 3.810(18) 5.30(19) −0.349(25) 1.49
3 QUAD 3.810(18) 5.31(19) −0.350(25) 1.47
4 ERE 3.809(17) 5.31(20) −0.351(24) 1.47
5 BW 3.808(18) 5.33(20) −0.353(25) 1.42
6 BW 3.810(17) 5.33(20) −0.354(25) 1.50
We now briefly discuss the s-wave amplitude in the context of the K∗0 (800). Based on the LO 
effective range expansion, a negative mπa0 suggests a virtual bound state. However, qcm cot δ0
has a significant slope, as is evident in Fig. 5. The NLO effective range parameters of fit 4 are 
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Fig. 5. K-matrix fits to the s- and p-wave amplitudes. Together with the fits, which are explained in the text, we show 
amplitude points (neglecting d-wave contributions) from irreps which do not mix these two partial waves. All energies 
involved in the fit are indicated below the plots where they are offset vertically for clarity.
used to construct the ratio 1 − 2r0/a0 = −8.9(2.4), which must be positive in the presence of a 
(real or virtual) bound state. A near-threshold bound state is therefore disfavored at the 3 − 4σ
level.
The existence of a resonance pole above threshold on the lower half of the second (unphysical) 
Riemann sheet requires a careful analytic continuation, and most likely a better energy resolution 
than we have achieved here. Nonetheless, qualitative information about a possible s-wave pole 
may obtained by determining the zeros of qcm cot δ0 − iqcm. This is easily done using the NLO 
effective range parametrization of fit 4 and solving the resultant quadratic polynomial, yielding 
mR/mπ = 4.66(13) −0.87(18)i which is consistent with the Breit–Wigner mass and width from 
fit 5, which gives mK∗0 /mπ = 4.59(11) and gK∗0 Kπ = 3.35(17). It should be noted that in addi-
tion to the K∗0 (800), the s-wave amplitude may also be influenced by the K∗0 (1430) resonance. 
Overall, without a full analytic continuation we can only infer qualitative information about a 
possible s-wave resonance pole from the elastic amplitude calculated here.
4. Conclusions
In this work 22 finite-volume Kπ energies calculated from an Nf = 2 + 1 lattice QCD sim-
ulation are employed to determine the I = 1/2, S = 1 elastic s- and p-wave Kπ scattering 
amplitudes. Due to the scattering of non-identical particles, both of these partial waves contribute 
to finite-volume two-hadron energy shifts in some irreps. We treat this partial wave mixing by 
fitting both 	 = 0, 1 contributions simultaneously, while the K∗(892) resonance parameters and 
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Fig. 6. Summary of lattice QCD calculations of K∗(892) resonance parameters, together with phenomenological values 
(shown as asterisks) from Ref. [6] where the neutral values for the mass and width are taken. This choice gives consistent 
values to Ref. [45], while hadro-produced K∗(892) parameters result in a coupling which is about 5% larger. The 
statistical and systematic errors from Ref. [78] are added in quadrature.
the s-wave scattering length are insensitive to the parametrization chosen for the s-wave and the 
inclusion of d-wave contributions.
For our values for these quantities we take fit 5 from Table 5
mK∗
mπ
= 3.808(18), gK∗Kπ = 5.33(20), mπa0 = −0.353(25), (4.1)
where the errors are statistical only. These values may be compared with existing K∗(892) res-
onance calculations [45,59,78]. Ref. [59] employs a single Nf = 2 ensemble with similar (albeit 
somewhat heavier) pion mass of mπ = 266 MeV in a smaller spatial volume with L = 2 fm, 
resulting in four elastic levels from irreps which do not mix with 	 = 0. Ref. [78] employs 
a larger pion mass of mπ = 390 MeV and three Nf = 2 + 1 ensembles with spatial extents 
in the range L = 2–3 fm. At these quark masses the ηK threshold is below ππK , resulting 
in about 50 two-hadron levels, and a full coupled-channel analysis is performed. Although the 
K∗(892) is stable but close to threshold at this heavy light quark mass, q3cm cot δ1 is nevertheless 
well described by a Breit–Wigner shape, while analytic continuation of the s-wave amplitude 
parametrizations suggests a virtual bound state corresponding to the K∗0 (800). Finally, Ref. [45]
employs two Nf = 2 ensembles with different pion masses (mπ = 150, 160 MeV) near the 
physical point and spatial extents L = 3.5–4.6 fm in a single amplitude fit. Due to these light 
quark masses, almost no levels are in the elastic region. A summary of these existing results on 
K∗(892) resonance parameters is shown in Fig. 6 together with our results. When considering 
this comparison, one must keep in mind the different scale setting and strange quark mass tuning 
procedures.
Despite the lack of theoretical control over levels above Kππ threshold, all three of 
Refs. [45,59,78] employ a number of such levels in their amplitude analysis. While one may be 
tempted to argue that some inelastic levels in Fig. 4 have strong overlap with two hadron inter-
polators and therefore are well-described by the two-hadron quantization condition of Eq. (2.6), 
Ref. [85] provides an example (shown there in Fig. 16) where this is not the case. In principle, the 
formalism developed in Ref. [31] could be adapted to non-identical scalar particles to investigate 
the magnitude of this systematic error.
For the s-wave amplitude, calculations of mπa0 are considerably more mature than those 
of the K∗(892) resonance parameters [61,86–89]. The state-of-the-art for these calculations in-
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volves an extrapolation to the continuum and physical quark masses, so comparison with our 
value is not appropriate. Nonetheless, our value of mπa0 = −0.353(25) is consistent with expec-
tations from chiral effective theory, shown in Fig. 10 of Ref. [86].
As mentioned above, on this single ensemble we are unable to estimate the magnitude of 
lattice spacing effects and exponentially suppressed finite-volume corrections to Eq. (2.6), nor 
are we able to extrapolate the light quark masses to their physical values. This will require a large 
set of ensembles, such as the CLS ensembles currently employed for an ongoing calculation of 
the I = 1 elastic ππ amplitude which aims to assess these effects [90].
Nonetheless, the results reported here are a valuable proof-of-principle and demonstrate the 
statistical precision which may be attained in such future calculations, although levels near the 
K∗(892) may exhibit exponential signal-to-noise related degradation in precision as the physical 
light quark mass is approached. Perhaps a more relevant issue is the decrease of the elastic energy 
region as the Kππ threshold is lowered to its physical value. To our knowledge, the three-body 
formalism of Ref. [31] has not yet been applied to numerical lattice data.
Apart from approaching the physical point directly in the lattice simulations, information 
about physical scattering amplitudes may be inferred from lattice data at heavier quark masses 
which are however still in the range of applicability of chiral effective theories. This novel 
interplay between effective field theories and resonant lattice scattering data is currently un-
derway [91–99].
The technology underlying the simultaneous fits performed here to different K-matrix ele-
ments is similar to the treatment required for coupled channel problems, on which first calcu-
lations have appeared for the Kπ − Kη, ηπ − K̄K , and ππ − ηη − K̄K systems at a heavier 
pion mass and smaller physical volume than this work [78]. The methods used here may also 
be taken over to meson-baryon systems, where the non-zero intrinsic spin provides an additional 
complication. Nonetheless, first progress on resonant nucleon-pion scattering has been reported 
recently in Ref. [100].
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Appendix A. tmin-plots for moving kaons
This appendix contains tmin-plots for single exponential fits to each of the moving kaon corre-
lation functions used in determination of the kaon anisotropy ξK discussed in Sec. 2.1, which are 
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 1, this determination of ξK is consistent with ξπ determined 
previously in Ref. [67].
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Fig. 7. Plots of the tmin dependence of the fitted energies for all moving kaons used to determine ξK quoted in Table 1
and Fig. 1. For all fits, the maximum time separation is tmax = 38at while the chosen fit is indicated with a filled symbol.
Appendix B. Operator bases for all irreps
We detail here the basis of interpolating operators used in solving the GEVP of Eq. (2.1) in 
every irrep. Each operator is constructed to transform irreducibly according to a particular irrep, 
as detailed in Ref. [84]. While various classes of covariantly displaced operators are considered in 
Ref. [84], only single-site operators are used here. For each spatial displacement type, a number 
of linearly independent operators were determined in Ref. [84], each of which is identified by 
a spatial identification number placed after the spatial displacement type, such as SS0 for the 
zeroth single-site operator in a particular irrep.
When forming Kπ correlation functions, there is some freedom in choosing the interpolating 
operators for the constituent pion and kaon. Here we always choose the SS0 operator for all pion 
and kaon interpolators inside our Kπ operators, except for those with a single unit of momentum 
where we use the SS1 operators. These compound operators are therefore denoted K(d2K)π(d
2
π ), 
where the displacement type and spatial identification number are implied and the integers in 
parenthesis are momenta given in units of 2π/L. Operator identifiers are indicated explicitly for 
our single-hadron interpolators in Table 6.
Coefficient files defining these operators are available upon request, and the list of operators 
used in each irrep is given in Table 6. Each list contains nop operators, while a basis of size 
nop − 1 is obtained by removing the last operator in the list. These two different bases are used 
to monitor the stability of the energies, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 6
Operator bases included in the GEVP for each two-hadron irrep. Each single-hadron operator is specified 
by a displacement type and a spatial identification number while the ‘K’ refers only to the flavor structure. 
The operators used for kaons and pions appearing in two-hadron operators are discussed in the text. The 
momentum of each operator (in units of 2π/L) squared is shown in parenthesis.
d2  operators
0 A1g K(0)π(0), K(1)π(1), K(2)π(2), K(3)π(3), K(0)SS0
T1u K(0)SS1, K(1)π(1), K(2)π(2)
1 A1 K(1)π(0), K(0)π(1), K(1)SS2, K(1)SS0, K(2)π(1), K(1)π(2)
E K(1)SS2, K(1)π(2), K(2)π(1)
2 A1 K(2)π(0), K(1)π(1), K(2)SS3, K(0)π(2), K(3)π(1), K(2)π(2), K(1)π(3)
B1 K(2)SS1, K(3)π(1), K(1)π(3), K(2)π(2)
B2 K(2)SS3, K(1)π(1), K(2)π(2), K(2)SS0
3 A1 K(3)π(0), K(3)SS3, K(2)π(1), K(0)π(3), K(1)π(2)
E K(3)SS1, K(2)π(1), K(1)π(2)
4 A1 K(1)π(1), K(4)π(0), K(4)SS0, K(4)SS2, K(0)π(4), K(2)π(2)
Fig. 8. tmin-plots of center-of-mass energy Ecm for d2 = 0. The fit value for the chosen tmin is indicated by the error 
band and the filled circle.
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for all levels with d2 = 1.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8, but for d2 = 2.
Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 8, but for d2 = 3.
Appendix C. tmin-plots for all two-hadron levels
Here we show tmin-plots from ratio fits to all two-hadron levels in the amplitude analysis, 
which employ the GEVP’s specified in App. B. For the d2 = 0 irreps, tmax = 26at is employed, 
while all other fits use tmax = 35at . Total momentum zero levels are shown in Fig. 8 and those 
with d2 = 1, 2, 3, 4 in Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 8, but for d2 = 4.
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